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KEY

Major cuts

Detail cuts/comments

Blocking/comments

Annotations by Ethan Gambriel and Tyler Simpson

Performer, E=Ethan / T=TylerE T
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No need for 
mother right here. 
— Think about 
how to simplify 
your script for 
Duo

 » Blocking 
should be in 
bathroom as 
Louis is getting 
ready

AUDIENCE

E

T
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Kelly comes into 
bathroom

The stage 
directions 
can help! We 
pantomimed hair 
spray.

Cut out details 
that don’t add 
anything.

Insert after the 
“Ass” scene with 
Kelly right before 
intro

AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE

E

T

E T

focal points
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 » Kelly freeze 
frame after 
line.
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AUDIENCE

 » Introduce 
both 
characters 
physically 
by using 
a crossing 
technique by 
Tyler.

 » Ethan pop

E
T

INSERT: “Was 
going to be Mary...

If yout see our 
final cutting this 
will make more 
sense. We used 
multiple pages to 
construct lines 
that made sense 
for our telling of 
the story.
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Kelly freeze again.

 » packing up 
things after 
rehearsal

 » have a 
moment of 
being a little 
too close.

INSERT: “This is 
going to be the 
worst week of my 
life...And also the 
best” Pg. 8

INTRO

AUDIENCE

ET
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Cut pages 14-18

Tyler cross in 
front to cover 
frozen Carolyn.

 » Moment of 
awkward.

 » Too close, 
then step 
back.

AUDIENCE

E T

focal points

Dad Louis
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AUDIENCE

E

T
Now introduce 
Mom. Right after 
dad.
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Cross on this line:

 » Mom cross 
technique 
for dad/Kelly 
popping.

 » Mom 
frantically 
cleaning 
house.

AUDIENCE

IMAGINARY SET UP

E
T

TV

DOORLIVING
ROOM

KELLY
MOMENT

DAD
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Put before Kelly’s 
next line.

 » Be handing 
Kelly 
laundry

 » Crossing 
technique

 » Dad is still 
@ TV
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Build into 
explosion by 
mom.

 » Ethan pop 
into Kelly right 
after line.
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We kept this line 
in our cutting 
but didn’t use it. 
It’s good to have 
more than you 
need.

Sound effect to 
transtition.

Ethan freeze as 
George.

 » Turn around 
to open door

 » As the door 
opens, turn 
around as 
Grandma 
Jacobs & Dad

 » Use the door 
as transition—
”chicka-eer”
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Sometimes you 
need a whole 
page for one line!

This informed her 
character voice.

ET

AUDIENCE

DOOR
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Originally kept 
this, but deleted 
early on.

We made this a 
monologue so 
that Ethan could 
act out the scene.

Make dad say this 
then behind.
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BOTH

We decided to 
have someone 
portray the cop 
because we 
wanted to show 
the story, not just 
tell it.

 » Ethan walk out 
as cop.

 » Ethan mouth 
cop dialog w/o 
talking.

 » Pop into both 
parents.

E

T

AUDIENCE
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E

E

T

T

AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE

 » Dad asks after 
cross

 » Ethan behind 
w/ snake 
represented by 
arm

DAD

In sync 
movement with 
cop and Grandma 
Jacobs

Cop mouths 
words

SNAKE 
ARM
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 » Snake avoid 
G.J. seeing

 » Ethan do gun 
sound effect 
from behind.

 » Pause, then 
snake dies w/ 
puff of air.

BOOM BOOM X6

TRANSITION
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E T

AUDIENCE

 » Holding covers 
3/4 back to 
bback

Bed Scene

FOCAL FOCAL
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This part was very 
important. Kelly 
and Louis start 
bonding and we 
get more idea 
of his plans with 
Carolyn.
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“wait”

 » Pop heads 
forward

“you’re asking 
me...”

E T

AUDIENCE

FOCAL

BODY BODY
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THIS. This 
moment is 
a MAJOR 
foreshadow into 
the script. Kelly 
understands 
much better than 
Louis because she 
is older.

 » They start 
going to sleep.

 » Kelly looks up, 
then slowly 
melts behind 
Louis. Her face 
is telling of the 
sadness.

INSERT: “Which 
brings me to...

ADD IN: pg. 23 “I 
didn’t realize my 
parents weren’t 
getting along...”

Kelly look up fast.
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E T

AUDIENCE

 » Louis walk in 
front of her.

 » Kelly freeze

 » Cut Grandma 
Jacobs out of 
the mall scene
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“But then, I saw it.”

 » Ethan pop 
out as unicarn 
rotating on a 
pedestal.
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ET

AUDIENCE

 » Unicorn still 
spinning.

 » Pivot step 
behind for 
transition.
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Move 
this to 
after 
page

SETTING: KITCHEN

 » Switch places

COUNTER
MOM 

ENTERS

DAD 
DISHES

FOCAL

FOCAL
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Move this 
too!
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 » Carolyn kick 
dog while 
Tyler makes 
noise

 » Turn 
simultaneously 
with door 
transtition

 » Louis lean 
in for a kiss 
then Carolyn 
awkward

We addded 
the dog part 
last minute 
and it really 
paid off. Go 
with your 
gut!
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AUDIENCE

 » INSERT: 
awkward kiss 
attempt with 
dialogue

ET

focal points
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Keep this!
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“Story of Mary”

Even small cuts 
add up! Don’t be 
afraid to cut only 
one or two words.

I thought this 
part was SO 
FUNNY, but you 
have to cut based 
on the heart of 
your story. This 
joke didn’t add 
anything,

E

T

AUDIENCE

 » Kelly is 
exaggerated 
because this 
is Louis’s 
memory

 » Kelly freezes 
and Louis 
comes from 
behind.

FOCAL = REAL
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put on previous 
page.

67



E

E

T

T

AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE

 » Come out 
early for the 
play and Kelly 
snap him back 
into place.

INSERT: 
“Brayyyy” from 
pg. 69

NARRATE 
HERE
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Put on pg. 
66 with Kelly 
monologue

E
T

AUDIENCE

 » Hold hands 
and pop by 
flipping hands. 
Simple, yet 
effective.

 » G.J. be 
smoking and 
take a drawl 
during

TRANSITION

SETTING: DINNER

TABLE

MOM

KELLY

DAD

G.J.

AT 
DINNER
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Originally, we 
kept this scene, 
but by the end 
cut it. It has a lot 
of heart, but it 
just didn’t work 
for us.
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“Amen” together

Switch order for 
blocking

1. George

2. Emily

3. Kelly 

4. G.J.

E T

AUDIENCE

 » Still in dinner 
scene.

 » Mom and 
Dad release 
hands to show 
relationship 
breaking.

 » DING DONG

POP

POP

EYES CLOSED
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AUDIENCE

 » Both to back 
to answer 
door. 

 » Then turn 
around as GJ 
and Carolyn

 » Double pop 
to Kelly/Louis 
after joke.

LOUIS: “Carolyn!”

GJ: “A Girl? That 
will put your 
parents’ minds at 
ease...” from pg. 4

EMILY:
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 » After double 
pop.

 » Kelly freese 
after line.
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Freeze frame on a 
kiss. Both lean in 
towards focal.

Insert AFTER 
the fight

AUDIENCE

E

focal points

T
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INSERT: fight 
from page 43,46
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Continue from 
previous fight

E

E

T

T

AUDIENCE

INSERT: 
“Can I tell ya 
something...”SETTING: KITCHEN

COUNTER
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Most of this is 
GREAT literature, 
but it wasn’t right 
for us. That’s why 
we moved fights 
around.

 » Both full front

AUDIENCE

E T

focal points
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E

T

AUDIENCE

 » Carolyn and 
Louis leaning 
towards vent 
together

 » They kiss then 
freeze frame.

 » Louis pops out 
and walks in 
front of frozen 
kiss Carolyn.

INSERT: “But I got 
you a present...” 
from pg. 93
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We added this 
part back in right 
before NATS. We 
thought is added 
more heart and 
reflection.
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OVERALL:

1. Start big, then cut details. Type out your script and think about 
every word.

2. Find the parts that work for you. You don’t have to do it like anyone 
else! DON’T EVER COPY!!!

3. Have fun and work hard. It pays off 
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